
“After 18 years, I am 
able to stand up for 
my morals, values, 
and what I’ve learned, 
and express it in the 
public sphere.”

- ABIGAIL ARMOR

After working in the TWCA Technology Department, 
learning how to operate, update, and fix Apple devices 
of all kinds, ten students became Apple Certified 
Macintosh Technicians. Certification requires passing 
a timed, 75 question exam that covers safety, customer 
service, troubleshooting and more. Additionally, the 
students were required to complete and pass a series 
of modules and tests on the tools and repair steps for 
all Apple devices. The students below are now qualified 
to perform repairs on students’ and teachers’ Apple 
devices, as well as work in the Apple Store if they  
so choose.

Just before the November elections, Mrs. 
Rowe took a group of TWCA seniors to the 
South County Community Center to learn 
about candidates and get prepared to cast 
their vote for the first time.

SEBASTIAN BRYNGELSON
ANDREW LEAHY
ASHLEY DARILEK
REAGAN GOLSBY
MAXIM OLIVIER

ABIGAIL ADAMS
REESE RAY
MATTIE HOPKINS
JOSH MUECK
PIERCE RAY

Rock the VoteRock the Vote

A select group of high school students participated in the World Scholar’s Cup Tournament of 
Champions at Yale University. The team qualified at the Global Round of the competition, held 
in the Netherlands months before the tournament. Competing against students representing 
schools from around the globe, TWCA fared extremely well earning medals in  
several categories.

WORLD SCHOLAR ACHIEVEMENTS 
INCLUDED:
 
BRIANNA BAI - Silver medal in Writing

DOMINIC SPAHR - Silver medals in Literature, 
Writing, and the Team Bowl

DAVID GARCIA - Silver medals in Debate 
and the Team Bowl

STUART YORK - Silver medal in the Team Bowl

NIKO BUERKERT - Gold medal in the Team Bowl 
and Silver medal in the Challenge for Science

ABBY BAGNOLI - Gold medal in the Team Bowl, 
Silver medal in debate, and top 20% of  
scholars overall
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Apple Genius Certification World Scholars


